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Retail Value
$299

ArtRev.com Price
$195
You Save 35% Off [-$104.00]

Dimensions (As Shown)
22.5W x 17.5H x 1.25D Inches
57.15W x 44.45H x 3.18D cm

Medium
Lithograph on Paper

Edition
- Limited Edition of 5000
- Hand-Signed
- Numbered

About James Coleman
James Coleman was born in Hollywood, California in 1949. As a youth, his creative abilities seemed to dominate his world.
Though he lacked the athletic skills of his young friends, he more than made up for it with imagination and ingenuity. As a young
man, his interest in filmmaking and fine art would mark the beginning of a long, successful career in animated films. Coleman
began his career with Walt Disney Studios in the summer of 1969, when his mother, who had been working as a secretary with
Disney since the Hyperion days, got him a job in the studio's mailroom. His big break came when he entered one of his paintings
in the studio art show. Several of the Disney artists viewing his work, saw his potential and realized he had an untapped ability
and encouraged him to go into animation background painting.
Walt Disney Productions welcomed his creative energies. His first film, "Winnie, the Pooh and Tigger, too", sparked his interest
not only in painting backgrounds but also in background design and color styling. After completing, "The Rescuers", his first
feature film, he was promoted to Background Department Supervisor, a position he held for nearly seventeen years. During that
time, he personally hired and trained a select group of artists, whom he would work with for most of his career at Disney. While at
Disney, James styled and worked on twelve films and over thirty short subjects which included "Mickey's Christmas Carol", "The
Fox and the Hound", "The Great Mouse Detective", "The Black Cauldron", "The Little Mermaid", and Academy Award-winning,
"Beauty and the Beast". All of which came to life with James Coleman's background images gracing the silver screen.
In 1991, after twenty-two years with Disney, James left to pursue a new career. He was ready to devote all of his time and talent

to the love of his life, fine art. Today he continues to illuminate the art world with vibrant colors, gentle moods, powerful design
and exquisite detail.
Coleman works in oil, watercolor, gouache and pastel. His work is impressionistic and luminous. His pieces intrigue the eye and
touch the heart. His paintings are warm, inviting and unique. A master of color, light and design, Coleman has become one of the
most collected and sought after artists around the world. James Coleman pieces can be found in many fine, personal and
corporate collections including that of the Disney family.
James is a naturalist and environmentalist who involve himself with the National Parks and other environmental organizations.

Lithograph on Paper
This printing technique uses a planographic process in which prints are pulled on a special press from a flat stone or metal
surface. The surface has been chemically treated so that ink sticks only to the design areas, and is repelled by the non-image
areas. Lithography was invented in Germany in 1798. The early history of lithography is dominated by great French artists such
as Daumier and Delacroix, and later by Degas, Toulouse-Lautrec, Picasso, Braque and Miro.
Based on the principle that oil and water repel, a Lithograph is created when an artist produces an oil-based or pen image on a
stone or piece of metal. This surface is then moistened and covered with an oil-based ink. The resulting chemical reaction
between the oil and water drives away the ink on the surface except where the drawing was first done. Fine quality paper is
then placed against the surface and a lithographic press is used to create the print. Modern technology and processes have
provided artists with many unique methods with which to create magnificent lithographs. In the 1890s color lithography became
enormously popular with French artists, Toulouse-Lautrec most notably of all, and by 1900 the medium in both color and
monotone was an accepted part of printmaking, although France and the US have used it more than other countries. George
Bellows, Alphonse Mucha, Pablo Picasso, Jasper Johns, David Hockney and Robert Rauschenberg are a few of the artists who
have produced most of their prints in the medium.
As a special form of lithography, the Serilith process is sometimes used. Serilith are mixed media original prints created in a
process where an artist uses the lithograph and serigraph process. The separations for both processes are hand drawn by the
artist. The serilith technique is used primarily to create fine art limited print editions.
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